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Structural Steel Design, Third Edition is a simple, practical, and concise guide to
structural steel design – using the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD)
and the Allowable Strength Design (ASD) methods -- that equips the reader with
the necessary skills for designing real-world structures. Civil, structural, and
architectural engineering students intending to pursue careers in structural
design and consulting engineering, and practicing structural engineers will find
the text useful because of the holistic, project-based learning approach that
bridges the gap between engineering education and professional practice. The
design of each building component is presented in a way such that the reader
can see how each element fits into the entire building design and construction
process. Structural details and practical example exercises that realistically mirror
what obtains in professional design practice are presented. Features: - Includes
updated content/example exercises that conform to the current codes (ASCE 7,
ANSI/AISC 360-16, and IBC) - Adds coverage to ASD and examples with ASD to
parallel those that are done LRFD - Follows a holistic approach to structural steel
design that considers the design of individual steel framing members in the
context of a complete structure.
This book will provide comprehensive, practical knowledge for the design of
reinforced concrete buildings. The approach will be unique as it will focus
primarily on the design of various structures and structural elements as done in
design offices with an emphasis on compliance with the relevant codes. It will
give an overview of the integrated design of buildings and explain the design of
various elements such as slabs, beams, columns, walls, and footings. It will be
written in easy-to-use format and refer to all the latest relevant American codes of
practice (IBC and ASCE) at every stage. The book will compel users to think
critically to enhance their intuitive design capabilities.
Encouraging creative uses of reinforced concrete, Principles of Reinforced
Concrete Design draws a clear distinction between fundamentals and
professional consensus. This text presents a mixture of fundamentals along with
practical methods. It provides the fundamental concepts required for designing
reinforced concrete (RC) structures, emphasizing principles based on mechanics,
experience, and experimentation, while encouraging practitioners to consult their
local building codes. The book presents design choices that fall in line with the
boundaries defined by professional consensus (building codes), and provides
reference material outlining the design criteria contained in building codes. It
includes applications for both building and bridge structural design, and it is
applicable worldwide, as it is not dependent upon any particular codes. Contains
concise coverage that can be taught in one semester Underscores the
fundamental principles of behavior Provides students with an understanding of
the principles upon which codes are based Assists in navigating the labyrinth of
ever-changing codes Fosters an inherent understanding of design The text also
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provides a brief history of reinforced concrete. While the initial attraction for using
reinforced concrete in building construction has been attributed to its fire
resistance, its increase in popularity was also due to the creativity of engineers
who kept extending its limits of application. Along with height achievement,
reinforced concrete gained momentum by providing convenience, plasticity, and
low-cost economic appeal. Principles of Reinforced Concrete Design provides
undergraduate students with the fundamentals of mechanics and direct
observation, as well as the concepts required to design reinforced concrete (RC)
structures, and applies to both building and bridge structural design.
The quality and testing of materials used in construction are covered by
reference to the appropriate ASTM standard specifications. Welding of
reinforcement is covered by reference to the appropriate AWS standard. Uses of
the Code include adoption by reference in general building codes, and earlier
editions have been widely used in this manner. The Code is written in a format
that allows such reference without change to its language. Therefore,
background details or suggestions for carrying out the requirements or intent of
the Code portion cannot be included. The Commentary is provided for this
purpose. Some of the considerations of the committee in developing the Code
portion are discussed within the Commentary, with emphasis given to the
explanation of new or revised provisions. Much of the research data referenced
in preparing the Code is cited for the user desiring to study individual questions in
greater detail. Other documents that provide suggestions for carrying out the
requirements of the Code are also cited.
This book deals with the analysis and behaviour of composite structural members
that are made by joining a steel component to a concrete component. The
emphasis of the book is to impart a fundamental understanding of how composite
structures work, so engineers develop a feel for the behaviour of the structure,
often missing when design is based solely by using codes of practice or by the
direct application of prescribed equations. It is not the object to provide quick
design procedures for composite members, as these are more than adequately
covered by recourse to such aids as safe load tables. The subject should
therefore be of interest to practising engineers, particularly if they are involved in
the design of non-standard or unusual composite structures for buildings and
bridges, or are involved in assessing, upgrading, strengthening or repairing
existing composite structures. The fundamentals in composite construction are
covered first, followed by more advanced topics that include: behaviour of
mechanical and rib shear connectors; local buckling; beams with few shear
connectors; moment redistribution and lateral-distortional buckling in continuous
beams; longitudinal splitting; composite beams with service ducts; composite
profiled beams and profiled slabs; composite columns; and the fatigue design
and assessment of composite bridge beams.
The concept of reinforcing a material by the use of a fiber is not a new one. The
Egyptian brick layer employed the same principle more than three thousand
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years ago when straw was incorporated into the bricks. More recent examples of
fiber reinforced composites are steel-reinforced concrete, nylon and rayon cord
reinforced tires, and fiberglass reinforced plastics. In the last several years
considerable progress has been made on new composite structures particularly
utilizing boron (on tungsten substrate) fibers in various matrices. Many of these
advances have been reviewed recently by P. M. Sinclair1 and by Alexander,
Shaver, and Withers.2 An excellent earlier survey is available by Rauch Sutton,
and McCreight.3 Boron-reinforced epoxy composites are being fabricated and
tested as jet engine components, fuselage components, and even as a complete
aircraft wing because of the tremendous gain in experimentally demonstrated
properties such as modulus, strength, and fatigue resistance, particularly on a
weight normalized (e.g., strength/density) basis. Other than glass/epoxy and
boron/ epoxy composites and perhaps boron/aluminum, the systems now under
study are in the early stages of research and development. These include other
boron/metal composites, graphite/polymer, graphite/metal, graphite/graphite,
alumina/metal, and aligned eutectic (directionally, solidified) combinations. As
Sinclair points out, designers are wary about filamentary composites
becausethere is little background information and scant experience.
Written by an expert with over 40 years of experience in research and teaching
machining and related topics, this new edition textbook presents the principles
and theories of material removal and applications for conventional,
nonconventional and hybrid machining processes. The new edition is ideal for
undergraduate students in production, materials, industrial, mechatronics,
marine, mechanical, and manufacturing engineering programs, and also useful
for graduate programs related to higher-level machining topics, as well as
professional engineers and technicians. All chapters are updated, with additional
chapters covering new topics of composite machining, vibration assisted
machining and mass finishing operations. Features Presents a wide spectrum of
metal cutting, abrasive machining, nonconventional and hybrid machining
processes Analyzes the chip formation in machining by cutting and abrasion
processes as well as the material removal mechanisms in the nonconventional
and the hybrid processes Explains the role of each process variables on its
behavior and technological characteristics in terms of material removal, product
accuracy and surface quality Portrays the theoretical and empirical formula for
removal rates and surface finish in different processes as well as very useful
technical data that help in solving and analysis of day-to-day shop floor problems
that face manufacturing engineers Clarifies the machinability concept and
introduces the general guidelines for machining process selection
Parking Structures provides a single-source reference for parking structure
designers, builders, and owners. This third edition is still the only such book. It
addresses how to select the best functional and structural designs for a given
situation, ensure long-term durability, design for easy maintenance, decide on the
number and placement of entrances and exits, design an easily understood
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wayfinding system, design for ADA compliance, plan for internal auto and
pedestrian traffic circulation, select the most effective and energy efficient lighting
system, avoid the most common design and construction pitfalls, provide for
adequate patron safety and security, carry out needed repairs, and extend the
parking structure life. Parking Structures addresses all the major issues related to
parking garages. It is an essential reference for parking structure owners,
structural engineers, architects, contractors, and other professionals. New in the
third edition: This third edition of Parking Structures includes new material on
metric dimensions and recommendations for functional design globally, new
research on flow capacity and queuing at parking entry/exits, an entirely new
chapter on planning for a new parking structure, including cost issues and
alternatives to structure construction, pedestrian considerations, safety in parking
facilities, plazas above parking structures, an expanded chapter on seismic
design, seismic retrofit, life cycle cost analysis, and upgrades to existing
structures.
This textbook imparts a firm understanding of the behavior of prestressed
concrete and how it relates to design based on the 2014 ACI Building Code. It
presents the fundamental behavior of prestressed concrete and then adapts this
to the design of structures. The book focuses on prestressed concrete members
including slabs, beams, and axially loaded members and provides computational
examples to support current design practice along with practical information
related to details and construction with prestressed concrete. It illustrates
concepts and calculations with Mathcad and EXCEL worksheets. Written with
both lucid instructional presentation as well as comprehensive, rigorous detail,
the book is ideal for both students in graduate-level courses as well as practicing
engineers.
Written by British intelligence officers in 1948, RISE AND FALL OF THE
GERMAN AIR FORCE offers a unique insider’s view of Germany’s
extraordinary military machine. Drawing upon records and documents captured
from the Luftwaffe archives and elsewhere, it describes the Air Force’s principal
campaigns, achievements and operational problems—as well as the political
tensions that ultimately became its undoing. It also explores the powerful
personalities behind the service, especially the relationship between Hitler and
Göring and the impact on the Luftwaffe of the German Supreme Command.
Illustrated with original photographs and maps, this fascinating contemporary
account shows how, and why, a military phenomenon was brought to defeat.
—Pre-War policy and preparations (1919-1939) —The German Air Force on the
offensive (1939-1942) —The Turn of the Tide (1943-1944) —Decline and Fall of
the German Air Force (1944-1945) “Born of the spirit of the German airmen in
the First World War, inspired by faith in our Führer and Commander-inChief—thus stands the German Air Force today, ready to carry out every
command of the Führer with lightning speed and undreamed-of might”—Hermann
Göring, 1939
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Structure for Architects: A Case Study in Steel, Wood, and Reinforced Concrete Design
is a sequel to the authors’ first text, Structure for Architects: A Primer, emphasizing the
conceptual understanding of structural design in simple language and terms. This book
focuses on structural principles applied to the design of typical structural members—a
beam, a girder, and a column—in a diagrammatic frame building. Through the
application of a single Case Study across three key materials, the book illustrates the
theory, principles, and process of structural design. The Case Study progresses step-bystep for each material, from determining tributary areas and loads through a member's
selection and design. The book addresses the frequent disparity between the way
architects and engineers perceive and process information, with engineers focusing on
technical aspects and architects focusing on visual concepts. Structure for Architects: A
Case Study in Steel, Wood, and Reinforced Concrete Design presents readers with an
understanding of fundamental engineering principles through a uniquely thematic Case
Study. Focusing on the conceptual understanding of structural design, this book will be
of interest to architecture students and professionals looking to understand the
application of structural principles in relation to steel, wood, and concrete design.
François de Larrard is Scientific Director of the R&D centre of the LafargeHolcim group
and Scientific Director of the French national project Recybéton. He formerly spent
almost thirty years at IFSTTAR (formerly LCPC). He has been granted both the Robert
l'Hermite medal and the G.H. Tattersall award by RILEM, and is author of two books,
including Concrete Mixture-Proportioning which is also published by Taylor & Francis.
This book was written with a dual purpose, as a reference book for practicing engineers
and as a textbook for students of prestressed concrete. It represents the fifth generation
of books on this subject written by its author. Significant additions and revisions have
been made in this edition. Chapters 2 and 3 contain new material intended to assist the
engineer in understanding factors affecting the time-dependent properties of the
reinforcement and concrete used in prestressing concrete, as well as to facilitate the
evaluation of their effects on prestress loss and deflection. Flexural strength, shear
strength, and bond of prestressed concrete members were treated in a single chapter in
the of flexural strength has third edition. Now, in the fourth edition, the treatment been
expanded, with more emphasis on strain compatibility, and placed in Chapter 5 which is
devoted to this subject alone. Chapter 6 of this edition, on flexural-shear strength,
torsional strength, and bond of prestressed reinforce ment, was expanded to include
discussions of Compression Field Theory and torsion that were not treated in the earlier
editions. In similar fashion, expanded discussions of loss of prestress, deflection, and
partial prestressing now are presented separately, in Chapter 7. Minor additions and
revisions have been made to the material contained in the remaining chapters with the
exception of xv xvi I PREFACE Chapter 17. This chapter, which is devoted to
construction considerations, has important new material on constructibility and
tolerances as related to prestressed concrete.
Modular construction can dramatically improve efficiency in construction, through
factory production of pre-engineered building units and their delivery to the site either
as entire buildings or as substantial elements. The required technology and application
are developing rapidly, but design is still in its infancy. Good design requires a
knowledge of modular production, installation and interface issues and also an
understanding of the economics and client-related benefits which influence design
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decisions. Looking at eight recent projects, along with background information, this
guide gives you coverage of: generic types of module and their application vertical
loading, stability and robustness dimensional and spacial planning hybrid construction
cladding, services and building physics fire safety and thermal and acoustic
performance logistical aspects – such as transport, tolerances and safe installation. A
valuable guide for professionals and a thorough introduction for advanced students.
Principle of Reinforced Concrete introduces the main properties of structural concrete
and its mechanical behavior under various conditions as well as all aspects of the
combined function of reinforcement and concrete. Based on the experimental
investigation, the variation regularity of mechanical behavior, working mechanism, and
calculation method are presented for the structural member under various internal
forces. After examining the basic principle and analysis method of reinforced concrete,
the book covers some extreme circumstances, including fatigue load, earthquake,
explosion, high temperature (fire accident), and durability damage, and the special
responses and analysis methods of its member under these conditions. This work is
valuable as a textbook for post-graduates, and can be used as a reference for
university teachers and under-graduates in the structural engineering field. It is also
useful for structural engineers engaged in scientific research, design, or construction.
Focuses on the principles of reinforced concrete, providing professional and academic
readers with a single volume reference Experimental data enables readers to make full
use of the theory presented The mechanical behavior of both concrete and
reinforcement materials, plus the combined function of both are covered, enabling
readers to understand the behaviors of reinforced concrete structures and their
members Covers behavior of the materials and members under normal and extreme
conditions
As tomorrow's manager, you will be confronted with challenges and opportunities that are more
dynamic and complex than ever before. MANAGEMENT: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH, by
award-winning instructors and prominent Harvard business experts, teaches you how to think
like a successful manager and effective leader. This second edition clearly demonstrates the
interconnectivity between three facets of management: strategic positioning, organizational
design, and individual leadership. You learn the importance of harnessing technological
advances, managing and leading a dispersed and diverse workforce, anticipating and reacting
to constant competitive and geopolitical change and uncertainty, competing on a global scale,
and operating in a socially responsible and accountable manner. Clear concepts directly relate
to how today's organizations operate, while self-reflection opportunities help you evaluate
personal leadership abilities and skill-building practice equips you for leadership success. You
master management principles from a tangible, integrated, and current perspective as you
learn to visualize how strategy informs leadership and how leaders influence strategic
positioning and, ultimately, manage performance. Let MANAGEMENT: AN INTEGRATED
APPROACH, 2E prepare you for leadership success as this unique book answers the key
question: How are leaders successfully managing competitive companies in the 21st Century?
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The most up to date structural concrete text, with the latestACI revisions Structural Concrete is
the bestselling text on concretestructural design and analysis, providing the latest
informationand clear explanation in an easy to understand style. Newly updatedto reflect the
latest ACI 318-14 code, this sixth editionemphasizes a conceptual understanding of the
subject, and buildsthe student's body of knowledge by presenting design methodsalongside
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relevant standards and code. Numerous examples andpractice problems help readers grasp
the real-world application ofthe industry's best practices, with explanations and insight on
theextensive ACI revision. Each chapter features examples using SIunits and US-SI
conversion factors, and SI unit design tables areincluded for reference. Exceptional weatherresistance and stability make concrete apreferred construction material for most parts of the
world. Forcivil and structural engineering applications, rebar and steelbeams are generally
added during casting to provide additionalsupport. Pre-cast concrete is becoming increasingly
common,allowing better quality control, the use of special admixtures, andthe production of
innovative shapes that would be too complex toconstruct on site. This book provides complete
guidance toward allaspects of reinforced concrete design, including the ACI revisionsthat
address these new practices. Review the properties of reinforced concrete, with models
forshrink and creep Understand shear, diagonal tension, axial loading, andtorsion Learn
planning considerations for reinforced beams and strutand tie Design retaining walls, footings,
slender columns, stairs, andmore The American Concrete Institute updates structural concrete
codeapproximately every three years, and it's critical that studentslearn the most recent
standards and best practices. StructuralConcrete provides the most up to date information,
withintuitive explanation and detailed guidance.
This text provides students with a solid understanding of the relationship between the
structure, processing, and properties of materials. Authors Donald Askeland and Pradeep
Fulay teach the fundamental concepts of atomic structure and materials behaviors and clearly
link them to the materials issues that students will have to deal with when they enter the
industry or graduate school (e.g. design of structures, selection of materials, or materials
failures). While presenting fundamental concepts and linking them to practical applications, the
authors emphasize the necessary basics without overwhelming the students with too much of
the underlying chemistry or physics. The book covers fundamentals in an integrated approach
that emphasizes applications of new technologies that engineered materials enable. New and
interdisciplinary developments in materials field such as nanomaterials, smart materials, microelectro-mechanical (MEMS) systems, and biomaterials are also discussed. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Paving Our Ways covers the international history of road paving in an interesting, readable and
technically accurate way. It provides an overview of the associated technologies in a historical
context. It examines the earliest pavements in Egypt and Mesopotamia and then moves to
North Africa, Crete, Greece and Italy, before a review of pavements used by the Romans in
their magnificent road system. After its empire collapsed, Roman pavements fell into ruin. The
slow recovery of pavements in Europe began in France and then in England. The work of
Trésaguet, Telford and McAdam is examined. Asphalt and concrete slowly improved as paving
materials in the second part of the 19th century. Major advances occurred in the 20th century
with the availability of powerful machinery, pneumatic tyres and bitumen. The advances
needed to bring pavements to their current development are explored, as are the tools for
financing, constructing, managing and maintaining pavements. The book should appeal to
those interested in road paving, and in the history of engineering and transport. It can also
serve as a text for courses in engineering history.
This established and popular textbook has now been extensively rewritten and expanded in
line with the current Eurocodes. It presents the principles of the design of concrete elements
and also the design of complete structures, and provides practical illustrations of the theory. It
explains the background to the Eurocode rules and goes beyond the c
A structural design book with a code-connected focus, Principles of Structural Design: Wood,
Steel, and Concrete, Second Edition introduces the principles and practices of structural
design. This book covers the section properties, design values, reference tables, and other
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design aids required to accomplish complete structural designs in accordance with the codes.
What’s New in This Edition: Reflects all the latest revised codes and standards The text
material has been thoroughly reviewed and expanded, including a new chapter on concrete
design Suitable for combined design coursework in wood, steel, and concrete Includes all
essential material—the section properties, design values, reference tables, and other design
aids required to accomplish complete structural designs according to the codes This book uses
the LRFD basis of design for all structures This updated edition has been expanded into 17
chapters and is divided into four parts. The first section of the book explains load and
resistance factor design, and explores a unified approach to design. The second section
covers wood design and specifically examines wood structures. It highlights sawn lumber,
glued laminated timber, and structural composite/veneer lumber. The third section examines
steel structures. It addresses the AISC 2010 revisions to the sectional properties of certain
structural elements, as well as changes in the procedure to design the slip-critical connection.
The final section includes a chapter on T beams and introduces doubly reinforced beams.
Principles of Structural Design: Wood, Steel, and Concrete, Second Edition was designed to
be used for joint coursework in wood, steel, and concrete design.
The book introduces the latest advances in dental materials and biomaterials science. It
contains a comprehensive introduction and covers ceramic, metallic, and polymeric oral
biomaterials. The contributing authors are from all over the world and are distinguished in their
disciplines. A solid primer for dental students, the book is also highly recommended for
students of engineering and basic science who want to gain an insight in contemporary
biomaterials science. For medical practitioners, the book offers an invaluable opportunity to
learn about the latest steps in dental biomaterials.
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